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BSF FREE Flat stomach and six pack cheatsheet 

It’s not guess work, It’s not hard work  
it’s SMART work 
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1: Your starting point is working on your 
Lower and transverse (inner) abs: Rotate 
your pelvis in to an anterior tilt, think of it like 
you are tucking your bum under your body 
and drawing your belly button up your body. 
Also visualise compressing your quads into 
your abs and visa versa. 

The six pack sequence  
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2: Rotation: Your abs are there to 
facilitate pretty much every movement 
you make and in everyday life most 
movements require you to rotate in 
some way. Working rotation helps 
develop your obliques. You will also see 
from an aesthetic perspective that they 
almost ‘Frame the abs’

This section of your abs is vital for keeping your pelvis balanced and secure 
when you are doing other exercises. See below how the same principle applies 
as the difficulty of the exercise increases. 
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3: Now and only now do we get to the classic and most common ab area 
and thats the top or Upper abs. 

Here we are looking to squeeze the sternum or breast bone to our belly 
button. One tip is to try and look forward rather than tuck your neck in.
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The type of contraction can be important too. There are moving ab exercises 
such as crunches and leg raises and then there are static ab exercises like the 
common plank and dead bugs. I like to work static or eccentric movements on 
ab exercises as it puts quite a lot of load through the muscles and is often 
easier to maintain good form with out the use of momentum. Overuse of 
momentum is the number one culprit for a poor and ineffective ab workout. 

Don’t worry, you don’t need to be able to hold your body weight on the rings 
like these photos but you do need to work slightly above your current 
threshold, progressively and you will start to see changes over time but be 
patient 



Build your abs. Abs were allocated the high rep range which is why we see 
people ploughing through 25-100’s of reps but the truth of the matter is that to 
build a muscle you need to tax its strength. That could mean less reps and 
more resistance. If we build our abs they can actually pop out even with a 
higher body fat and give the impression of being leaner for longer! Thats the 
trick I use!!

The bottom line, which is, or should be fairly self explanatory, if your abs are 
covered by a layer of fat then they are less likely to pop. That doesn’t mean 
they are not strong or effective but just less visible. Fat loss measures in the 
kitchen will play a huge role in letting your abs see the light of day.   

• Fuelling your workouts effectively,  
• Getting sufficient protein,  
• Staying close to your calorie maintenance or deficit (depending on goals)  
• Creating a relationship with food that makes choices easy  
• Creating habits that make choices easy  

Both your nutrition and your training methods play a pivotal role in achieving a 
six pac but again they are both personal and obviously vary from person to 
person. You will certainly notice changes both aesthetically and internally from 
adhering to this cheat sheet but if you need any further help in smashing your 
goals visit the website www.scottkeepingfit.com and get in touch for a more 
bespoke approach to your wellbeing 

We have all heard the phrase ‘engage your core’ or ‘activate your abs’ But 
what does that really mean. Well it basically means finding the point at 
which you can actually feel the target muscle doing something. This often 
means regressing an exercise initially so that you can build in to the 
intensity. What tends to happen is the exercise is too overbearing for the 
capability of your abs and other muscles kick in to do the work. An effective 
way to feel our abs ‘activate’ is simply to lay on the floor flatten your back 
and try and push your belly button onto the ground as hard as you can. It 
won’t be long before the abs start squealing at you. 
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